NIE-INE Phase 2 (191-002)

Nationale Infrastruktur für Editionen – Infrastructure nationale pour les éditions, Phase 2: from project to infrastructure

NIE-INE, the "National Infrastructure for Editions - Infrastructure Nationale pour les Editions", develops the web frontend for scholarly editions within the Swiss national infrastructure for data in the humanities (DaSCH) and part of the Forum für Edition und Erschliessung (FEE) at the University of Basel. In a project phase 1, NIE-INE has built a variety of tools and services for digital editions, i.e. ontologies, web interfaces, and concepts for services and work-flows. For phase 2, NIE-INE applies for 15-month funding in order to transfer the data and tools, but also the knowledge of edition-specific data modeling and process knowledge into a research infrastructure with long-term security (DaSCH). By doing so, NIE-INE will become part of a long-term and reusable Swiss infrastructure, available for larger as well as for smaller digital editions.